
Gamgee Releases New Wi-Fi Fall Protection for
Elderly Safety: Transforming Elderly Care with
Smart Technology

Gamgee Wi-Fi Fall Protection

Introducing a Leap in Elderly Care: New

Wi-Fi Fall Protection Delivers Non-

Intrusive, Smart Monitoring for Enhanced

Safety and Independence

AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS, July

16, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Gamgee, a leader in digital technology

and home automation, launches the

Gamgee Wi-Fi Fall Protection for Elderly

Safety. This system leverages the

widespread presence of Wi-Fi to deliver

a unique and comprehensive solution

for elderly care. 

In a market primed for innovation, our

system addresses the increasing need for effective fall detection and emergency response for

the elderly population, allowing them to live independently and safely in their own homes.

Utilizing the Wi-Fi signals emitted by routers and mesh extenders, the Gamgee Wi-Fi Fall

Protection for Elderly Safety captures disturbances caused by movement within the home.

Unlike conventional fall detection systems, Gamgee’s technology goes beyond basic motion

detection by analyzing disruptions in Wi-Fi signals to accurately detect falls and differentiate

them from normal activities. 

This advanced feature allows the system to provide reliable monitoring without the need for

uncomfortable wearable devices.

"Our Wi-Fi Fall Protection system doesn't just detect falls; it understands them," said Paul

Hendriks, CEO and Co-Founder of Gamgee. "By converting every router into a potential safety

device, we are significantly enhancing the safety and independence of elderly individuals

everywhere."

Our system comes with a user-friendly mobile app that connects a network of caregivers and

family members, enabling them to keep a close eye on their elderly loved ones from afar. If the

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.gamgee.com
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/gamgee-wi-fi-fall-protection-for-elderly-safety/x/35276146#/
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/gamgee-wi-fi-fall-protection-for-elderly-safety/x/35276146#/


Our Wi-Fi Fall Protection

system doesn't just detect

falls; it understands them.

We convert every router into

a safety device and enhance

the safety and

independence of senior

individuals everywhere.”

Paul Hendriks, CEO and Co-

Founder of Gamgee.

system detects a fall, it instantly alerts each caregiver

according to the preferences set by the senior, making

sure everyone involved is quickly up to speed on any

emergencies. 

This community-focused approach not only strengthens

the collective support for seniors but also ensures their

safety without being intrusive. The system works quietly in

the background, constantly monitoring for movement and

falls, offering peace of mind to seniors and their caregivers

alike.

Key features of the Gamgee Wi-Fi Fall Protection for Elderly

Safety include:

Fall Prevention Recommendations: Receive safety tips and fall prevention advice from the get-go

and based on the monitored data, helping to reduce risks.

Immediate Alerts on Falls and Other Irregularities: Instantly get notified via text or push

notifications when a fall or an irregular activity is detected, ensuring swift response and

assistance.

Monitor Activity and Health: Monitor daily movements, detect anomalous behaviour, and track

sleep patterns. Understand the elderly individual’s routine and spot any irregularities.

In addition to its safety features, Gamgee has made sure the system is compatible with various

Wi-Fi setups, with a particular focus on mesh technology to ensure robust signal coverage

throughout the home. It also doubles as a 'regular' Wi-Fi network, providing seamless internet

access. 

This dual functionality not only supports continuous monitoring for falls and movements but

also enhances the home’s connectivity, making it a practical solution for both safety and

everyday online activities.

The introduction of the Gamgee Wi-Fi Fall Protection for Elderly Safety represents a significant

milestone for Gamgee, known for its commitment to enhancing user experience through

technological innovation. This system is not just a new product but a new approach to elderly

care, one that leverages existing technology in a novel and highly effective way.

To bring this product to market, we are launching a crowdfunding campaign on Indiegogo. We

invite you to join us in revolutionizing elderly care by supporting our campaign.



This is the second campaign launched by Gamgee, using Wi-Fi to disrupt the smart home hub

market. Our first campaign introduced the Wi-Fi Home Alarm System, which leverages Wi-Fi

signals to detect disturbances caused by movement. Unlike conventional security systems, this

system analyzes disruptions in Wi-Fi signals to create a 'body print' of individuals, distinguishing

between humans, pets, and inanimate objects. 

This innovative approach has set a new standard in home security, providing intelligent

differentiation, customizable detection zones, enhanced privacy, and continuous learning for

improved accuracy and reduced false alarms.

For more information about the Gamgee Wi-Fi Fall Protection for Elderly Safety or to learn about

Gamgee’s range of digital solutions, please visit [INDIEGOGO].

About Gamgee

Gamgee is a tech company based in Amsterdam, dedicated to simplifying and securing the

digital realm. With a focus on user experience, Gamgee provides innovative solutions across

wireless networks, smart device synchronization, internet accessibility, cybersecurity, and smart

living technologies.
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